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	Credential RegistryOur registry hosts detailed information about credentials and fuels tools and services.
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Credential Engine Learning & Employment Records Action Guide










This Action Guide describes the phases and steps that stakeholders can take to develop and sustain trusted LER ecosystems. It is based on Credential Engine’s widely and successfully used State Roadmap and Action Guide for Transparency 
Download Resource


We encourage you to use this Action Guide and provide feedback. We also encourage you to make a copy to remix and reuse for your LER purposes.

Diverse stakeholders, including policy makers, state and federal agencies, employers, community-based organizations, and education providers, are searching for ways to help learners and workers find the most efficient and equitable pathways to secure the right skills and credentials that lead to good jobs and careers. Credential and skill transparency helps stakeholders address a major source of labor market friction: unequal access to information about quality education and career opportunities for learners and workers, as well as information gaps in employer processes that often produce poor matches between available positions and candidates. With improved access to credential, skill, and job information, individuals have increased agency to find, understand, and compare opportunities to advance along their learning and career pathways, and employers can make more precise selections based on skills and competencies rather than degrees alone. Learning and Employment Records (LERs) are emerging as a powerful tool for accessing, linking, and verifying credential and skill information. Investments in LER technologies are aligned with broader state, regional, national, and global investments in information systems, data transparency, digital literacy, and learner/worker sovereignty. LERs enable individuals to represent all types of credentials, skills, and experience, which can improve labor markets and access to opportunities for all stakeholders. 

There are over 1 million unique credentials offered in the U.S. With so many credentials to choose from, people get lost and lose out on opportunity. Learners and workers too often don’t know which credentials and skills lead to their desired learning and career outcomes. With limited information on skills, employers are unable to understand what skills workers actually bring to a job and tend to over-rely on degrees to select candidates. Educators are increasingly under pressure to ensure that their programs help students succeed in the workplace, which can be challenging when they don’t have reliable access to information from employers about the skills needed. This complexity is compounded by the fact that credentials are issued to individuals without transparent information about what skills those credentials represent. Data transparency that addresses these issues is an essential foundation for interoperable, meaningful, human- and machine-actionable LERs.

State leaders are in a unique position to require that LERs include transparent, interoperable information about credentials, skills, and experience and make these digital records foundational in their education and workforce strategies. Not only do states have responsibility for education and workforce training, but they have also invested in data systems for decision making in education and labor market improvements. State leaders can build a culture that encourages state government, employers, and education and training providers to work in a coordinated and aligned fashion to improve data transparency in learning and career systems, including LERs issued to individuals.  

New LER technologies enable credential, employment, and skill data to be aggregated, analyzed, and made actionable for career success. LERs empower people with control over records of their own achievements, offering transformative opportunities to connect learning with careers and to improve the outcomes of investments in education and workforce development. 

The big picture goal is to ensure that policy and actions create ecosystems where LERs are widely accessible, understood, and trusted, inclusive of all aspects of an individual’s education, training, military, experiential learning, and work achievements, and securely shareable to connect people with opportunities. This Action Guide provides steps to get there, to enable more efficient career navigation and provide more equitable access to actionable information through LERs. 

This Action Guide describes the phases and steps that stakeholders can follow to develop and sustain trusted LER ecosystems. These steps need to be iterative and cyclical, as stakeholders make progress, learn, and improve LER capabilities on an ongoing basis; a waterfall one-and-done approach will not meet the evolving needs in this arena. Portions of this Guide are based on Credential Engine’s widely and successfully used State Roadmap and Action Guide for Transparency (see the History and Context section below). Specific LER supporting resources are included in this Guide, and there are related resources on the Credential Engine state partnerships site. While many of these resources target state-specific actions, this Guide is intended to be broadly applicable for LER ecosystems. We encourage you to adapt these materials to connect the why and how to for LERs that meet the needs of your stakeholders. 

We thank the many experts who have contributed to this Guide and provided resources that are rapidly evolving to support LER ecosystems. Together we can achieve the goal of empowering people with LERs that unlock equitable opportunities. 
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How to Align Digital Credentials with Meaningful CTDL Data
Examples of digital credentials that are designed to include alignments to the Registry are Open Badges, W3C Verifiable Credentials, and Velocity Network credentials. Use these simple steps to enrich digital credentials by linking to CTDL data in the Registry. 
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Learning Economy Foundation and Credential Engine Joint Services Scaling LER Ecosystems with Linked Open Data and LearnCard
Learning Economy Foundation (LEF) and Credential Engine (CE) are excited to announce a partnership and joint services offering to empower learners and accelerate the adoption of open tools and protocols that enable individual agency and organizational insights. Together, LEF and CE  bring a complementary package of technologies and best practices to states, post-secondary institutions, employers, and any organization looking to make ecosystem-level impact at scale.
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Get in Touch

Our team of experts is ready to help you embark your credential transparency journey. Whether you have questions about our technologies, services, or don’t know how to get started, we’re here to assist.
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			Arkansas



Lead Partner: Arkansas Division of Information Systems (DIS)



In addition to Credential Engine, Arkansas partners with:

Alabama Commission on Higher Education

Alabama Department of Labor

Alabama Department of Commerce

Alabama Committee on Credentialing and Career Pathways





Resources:

Forbes: Making the Future of Alabama Brighter and More Equitable through Credential Transparency
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			Colorado



Lead Partner: Colorado Workforce Development Council



In addition to Credential Engine, Colorado partners with:

Colorado Department of Higher Education

Colorado Commission on Higher Education

Colorado Department of Labor and Employment

PAIRIN

BrightHive





Resources:

State Receives $500,000 from Walmart to Strengthen Paths to Economic Prosperity for All Coloradans | Credential Engine
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			Alabama



Lead Partner: Governor’s Office of Education and Workforce Transformation



In addition to Credential Engine, Alabama partners with:

Alabama Commission on Higher Education

Alabama Department of Labor

Alabama Department of Commerce

Alabama Committee on Credentialing and Career Pathways





Resources:

Forbes: Making the Future of Alabama Brighter and More Equitable through Credential Transparency

Alabama’s Success Plus Attainment Goal Progress 2018–2021: Credential Attainment Report

Alabama Success Plus Attainment Goal Progress: 2018–2021 Special Population Attainment Report 
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			Kansas



Lead Partner: Kansas Board of Regents



In addition to Credential Engine, Kansas partners with:

Public Postsecondary Institutions





Resources:

Better Know A Partner: Kansas Board Of Regents

Kansas Advances Transfer And Workforce Goals Through Credential Transparency 
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			Pennsylvania



Lead Partner: Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education



In addition to Credential Engine, Pennsylvania partners with:

Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education





Resources:

Press Release: State System to Create User-friendly Credential Registry to Strengthen the Workforce, Ease Labor Shortages
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			Texas



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, Texas partners with:

Tri-Agency Workforce Initiative:

Texas Education Agency (TEA)

Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB)

Texas Workforce Commission (TWC)

Texas 2036

 





Resources:

The Tri-Agency Strategic Framework for Work-Based Learning Report: December 2022
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			Lead Partner | Midwestern Higher Education Compact



Resources:

	The Midwest Credential Transparency Alliance (MCTA)
	MCTA Pathways Action Team Brief
	Recipients of MCTA Mini-Grants
	Success Story




Kansas City

Lead Partner | Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation

In addition to Credential Engine, Kansas City partners with:

	Kansas Board of Regents


Resources:

	Success Story
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			Indiana



Lead Partner: Indiana Commission for Higher Education



In addition to Credential Engine, Indiana partners with:

Indiana Department of Workforce Development

Indiana Professional Licensing Agency

Indiana Department of Education

Governor’s Workforce Cabinet





Resources:

Indiana Use Cases

Blog Post

WCET Frontiers: Credential Transparency and Informed Decision-Making in Indiana
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			The New England Region



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, The New England Region partners with:

New England Board of Higher Education





Resources:

High Value Credentials for New England Fact Sheet

High Value Credentials for New England Brief
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			Forsyth County



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, Forsyth County partners with:

Forsyth Technical Community College





Resources:
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			Los Angeles



Lead Partner: UNITE-LA



In addition to Credential Engine, Los Angeles partners with:





Resources:

L.A. Credential Data Project
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			Dallas



Lead Partner: Dallas College



In addition to Credential Engine, Dallas partners with:





Resources:
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			Kansas City



Lead Partner: Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation



In addition to Credential Engine, Kansas City partners with:

Kansas Board of Regents





Resources:
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			The Midwest Region



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, The Midwest Region partners with:

Midwestern Higher Education Compact





Resources:

The Midwest Credential Transparency Alliance (MCTA)

MCTA Pathways Action Team Brief

Recipients of MCTA Mini-Grants
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			Maine



Lead Partner: New England Board of Higher Education



In addition to Credential Engine, Maine partners with:

Maine Community College System

University of Maine System





Resources:
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			New York



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, New York partners with:

New York Association of Training and Employment Professionals

Future Skills Exchange (FSX)

New York Department of Labor





Resources:

NYATEP Publishing Landing Page

Press Release
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			Washington



Lead Partner: Washington Workforce Training & Education Coordinating Board



In addition to Credential Engine, Washington partners with:





Resources:

Credential Transparency Webpage

Press Release
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			Louisiana



Lead Partner: Louisiana Community and Technical College System



In addition to Credential Engine, Louisiana partners with:





Resources:
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			Florida



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, Florida partners with:

Florida Department of Education





Resources:

Forbes: Facilitating Economic Development in Florida through Credential Transparency
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			North Dakota



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, North Dakota partners with:

North Dakota University System

North Dakota Statewide Longitudinal Data System
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			South Dakota



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, South Dakota partners with:

South Dakota Board of Technical Education





Resources:
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			Minnesota



Lead Partner: Minnesota Office of Higher Education, Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development, and Minnesota State Colleges and Universities



In addition to Credential Engine, Minnesota partners with:
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			Iowa



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, Iowa partners with:

Iowa Department of Education’s Community College & Workforce Preparation Division





Resources:
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			Wisconsin



Lead Partner: University of Wisconsin System



In addition to Credential Engine, Wisconsin partners with:





Resources:
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			Illinois



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, Illinois partners with:

Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity, Office of Employment and Training





Resources:
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			Michigan



Lead Partner: Michigan Department of Labor and Economic Opportunity



In addition to Credential Engine, Michigan partners with:

Michigan Department of Education

Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs

Michigan Department of Technology, Management and Budget





Resources:

Blog Post

Credential Transparency in Michigan Webpage

Credential Transparency in Michigan One Pager
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			Ohio



Lead Partner: Ohio Department of Higher Education



In addition to Credential Engine, Ohio partners with:





Resources:
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			New Jersey



Lead Partner: New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development



In addition to Credential Engine, New Jersey partners with:





Resources:
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			Connecticut



Lead Partner: New England Board of Higher Education



In addition to Credential Engine, Connecticut partners with:

Connecticut Office of Workforce Strategy

Connecticut Office of Higher Education

Governor’s Workforce Council





Resources:

Forbes: Accelerating Credential Attainment in Connecticut through the CTDL & Credential Registry

Governor’s Workforce Council Strategic Plan
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			Rhode Island



Lead Partner: New England Board of Higher Education



In addition to Credential Engine, Rhode Island partners with:





Resources:
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			Massachusetts



Lead Partner: New England Board of Higher Education



In addition to Credential Engine, Massachusetts partners with:

Participating Community Colleges

Emsi
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			Vermont



Lead Partner: 



In addition to Credential Engine, Vermont partners with:

New England Board of Higher Education

Advance Vermont





Resources:

Vermont Credential Transparency Project
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			New Hampshire



Lead Partner: New England Board of Higher Education



In addition to Credential Engine, New Hampshire partners with:

University System of New Hampshire

Community System of New Hamsphire

DXtera
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